
 

Finance Back-Office Intern 

Raise your hand if that’s you: 

 A student in Economics with good knowledge of English (Hungarian is an 

advantage)  

 

 

 Eager to learn: There are so many opportunities to get new experiences 

and improve skill sets. We have a complex operation in fuel Retail, 

Wholesale, Petchem, Bitumen, Lubricants and LPG, all developing at a 

rapid pace.  

You will be part of a team that supports one of the most dynamic and 

solid companies in Romania. You will be learning the basics of 

accounting through transactional accounting tasks, document control, 

reconciliation of booking figures, archiving and communication with 

internal & external partners. 

•  

 

• Good collaborator and team member: Your role will definitely make 

your communication skills shine as you will need to collaborate with 

specific departments for vendor/customer and other master data 

maintenance. You will also be able to contribute through support 

during internal and external audits. 

•  

 

• Problem solver and critical thinker: The job will make you deal with 

diverse situations requiring analysis, problem solving, critical thinking 

skills and attention to detail. Your Excel knowledge will be of great help 

for calculating, entering, reversing and following up accruals, 

provisions, write-offs and impairments or for carrying out taxation 

related tasks (calculation, collection of data, reconciliation of accounts, 

entering transactions and payments). 
•  

 

What’s in it for you?  
MOL Romania is one of the biggest and most dynamic companies in Romania. Going 

through this experience will definitively help You to improve both professionally and 

personally.  

 

Besides that, we offer: 

✓ 1 year paid internship  

✓ A well-prepared learning process for newcomers  

✓ On the job learning from the professionally-rounded experts 

✓ Live accounting experience from day one 

✓ Flexible working experience (6 hours/day) so that you can manage your 

university schedule 



✓ A welcoming team and a culture of collaboration and support. MOL Romania is 

one of the most engaged teams in the Group with top engagement survey results 

among the companies in Romania. 

✓ The chance to learn and grow in more complex roles in the team or in the 

company 

✓ Our benefits package includes: 30 RON/day meal tickets, private medical 

subscription for you and great rates for your family members, Bookster, 

significant sports subscription discount, fuel discounts and other perks 

 

 

MOL Group is an independent and international oil and gas company active in over 40 

countries with a dynamic international workforce and a track record of more than 100 

years in the industry. We are proud of the company culture we’ve built as we’ve grown 

to over 25.000 employees globally to make MOL Group a place that people love to come 

to work every day.  

 

Interested in adding to our culture? Check out the job here. 

 

 

https://www.ejobs.ro/user/locuri-de-munca/finance-back-office-intern/1551412

